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lo Charles Darwin and Organic Evolution 
Evolution was not a new idea. The Greeks specullJL6.d„jaBi„., 
ito Tn the century before Darwin jnaM.„di^erei3Jt;.^^ 
<n£Be^6i;igs,^we»®--pxojp.Qdedi, among them notable efforts by Buifony 
f.a"mTrrk„ and Goethe o Their commoni^J^Ixcea.^^ C^QnceP-t^JUia* 
the snicceaslon of biological changes in geological timg. rep-
fesented a fact, if not a natural lawTlTiF stumbling block was_ 
'ToT'all'of them, as it had been for Cuvier, the_co)iicepjL_.af__ 
fixed species, which clashed with the vision of a distant past 
populat^^~w^th races of plants and animals now extinct, • J[jt 
became evirit^nt that the idea of fixed species could not explain 
tEI^ What w^ needed was a theory which-coul d finrouut-Jlai:. 
both permanence a^ impermanence in the_na^MjEa^lj<grJj^ This 
Charles Sarwin (1809-1882) supplTed'r 
Born in England, Darwin entered the University of Edin-
burgh to studyja^lixlffig." Finding himself uns ilted tn tfiis 
profession/*^he went rh.Mrnh . Cambridge, to prepare tox 
tKp. miniHtrv— There he obtained. a_djg^^ Having turned 
^ ;tention to science, he served as naturalist on the 
ieagl^when it engaged in extensive exploration of the southern 
LS^iere (1831-1836). Darwin kept a careful journal of the 
voyage, and the keen observations which he recorded on geo­
graphical distribution and the interrelations between environ­
ment and organism served as a background for his later specula­
tion. Upon his return to England, he began to gather additional 
data on the problem of species and variation, and published a 
series of scientific treatises. His most famous work,~JCh;^ 
n-ri«yin of (1859)>. was thus„th.e-JE£SMlt of more than 
nhsfirvation and contemplation. 
In addition to his experiences^ou the Beagl^ Darwin was 
influenced by his wide study of domestic plants and animals, 
which acquainted him with man's conscious selecting of desir­
able stock for his own use. His theoretical ideas came from 
such diverse sources as the writines of his—e»«»4f«%her, Erasmus 
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Darwin (1731-1802), who held a theory of evolution similar to 
that of Lamarck and who believed that the earth was millions of 
years old; the views of Maithus on overpopulation and competi­
tion; and the theory of CharlesTCvell. (1797-1875) that changes 
^Hithe earth's surface were the result of everyday phenomena, 
and that what had been considered cataclysms were minor events 
in the perspective of geological time. 
In the following selection from The Origin of Species we 
see how Darwin squarely faced the question of sp^ies and ex­
pounded the concept that new species were developing all around 
us. only because __of the shortness nf h^iman ip-
.sisted. thak-wm unable tn racoa-nizp these changes; 
When on board HoM.S, °Beagleas naturalist,  I was 
much struck with certain facts in the distribution of the 
organic beings inhabiting South America5 and in the geo­
logical relations of the present to the past inhabitants 
of that continent. These facts^ as will be seen in the 
latter chapters of this volume, seemed to throw some light 
on the origin of species — that mystery of mysteries, as 
i t  has been called by one of our greatest philosophers. 
On my return home, i t  occurred to me, in 1837, that some­
thing might perhaps be made out on this question by pa­
tiently accumulating and reflecting on all sorts of facts 
which could possibly have any bearing on i t .  After five 
years' work I allowed myself to speculate on the subject, 
and drew up some short notes; these I enlarged in 1844 
into a sketch of the conclusionsj which then seemed to me 
probable; from that period to the present day I have 
steadily pursued the same object. I hope that I may be 
excused for entering on these personal details, as I give 
them to show that I have not been hasty in coming to a 
decision. 
My work is now (1859) nearly finished; but as it  will 
take me many more years to complete i t ,  and as my health 
is far from strong, I have been urged to publish this 
Abstract. I have more especially been induced to do this, 
as Mr. Wallace, who is now studying the natural history of 
the Malay archipelago, has arrived at almost exactly the 
same general conclusions that I have on the origin of 
species. In 1858 he sent me a memoir on this subject, 
with a request that I would forward it  to Sir Charles 
Lyell, who sent i t  to the Linnean Society, and i t  is pub­
lished in the third volume of the Journal of that society. 
Sir C. Lyell and Dr. Hooker, who both knew of my work — 
the latter having read my sketch of 1844 —• honoured me 
by thinking it  advisable to publish, with Mr. Wallace's 
excellent memoir, some brief extracts from my manuscripts,. . .  
Tn considering thejQrigin of Species, i t  is quite 
concgivable3hat a^atur^Tist^^^, reffecton ^ e mutual 
affinities of organic beings, on their embryological re­
lations, their geographical distribution, geological succes­
sion, and other such facts, might, come to the conclusioi 
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that species had not been Independently created, bint h^ad 
descended7~T|SiZlFaxilBH^is7rS Nevertlte-
less, such a>-~'Conc.laaaiaa. 'r~*'e.^?«»---i-f---w«l-l--foundeds wouTdHEe' 
unsatisfacjtory, until i t  corald be shown how the 
able species inhabiting'this world have Ijeeri modlHed, . so 
qS''"±o"Uc'qurre that perfection oT''''s'ilTOct'ure"''aui9""coa^ 
^on~which Tustlv excites our admiration, RaTEuralists 
conTinually refer to external conditions, such as climate, 
foodj &c=, as the only possible cause of variation. In 
one limited sense, as we shall hereafter see, this may be 
true; but i t  is preposterous to attribute to mere external 
conditions, the structure, for instance, of the woodpecker, 
with its feet, tail,  beak, and tongue, so admirably 
adapted to catch insects under the bark of trees. 
In the case of the mistletoe, which draws its nourishment from 
certain trees, which has seeds that must be transported by 
certaia birds, and which has flowers with separate sexes 
absolutely requiring the agency of certain insects to 
bring pollen from one flower to the other, i t  is equally 
preposterous to account for the structure of this parasite, 
with its relations to several distinct organic beings, by 
the effects of external conditions, or of habit, or of the 
volition of the plant itself,,  
It  is, therefore, of the highest importance to gain . 
a clear insight Into the" pf mndifir.atioi;^ QP-
adaptation. At the commencement of my observations it  
"seemed to me probable that a careful study of domesticated 
animals and of cultivated plants would offer the best 
chance of making out this obscure problem„ Nor have I 
been disappointed; in this and in all other perplexing 
cases I have invariably found that our knowledge, imper­
fect though it  be, of variation under domestication, af­
forded the best and safest clueo I may venture to express 
my conviction of the high value of such studies, although 
they have been very commonly neglected by naturalists.. , , .  
o O 0 0 
Chapter I 
Variation under Domestication 
When we comj^are the individuals oi tne same variety 
or sub-variety of our older cultivated plants and animals, 
one of the first points which strikes us is, that they 
generally differ more from each other than do the indi­
viduals of any one species or variety in a state of 
nature. And if we reflect on the ..vast diversity of the 
pi ant s ._and. animals whi ch have been cp'lJ:.! vat^, ""and " whifch 
have varied during all ages under the most different 
climates and treatment, we are driven to conclude that 
tMi...X3:eAlL.,VAr.iability is.,^.,due to 6ur'''^.gg'gc!SE^iIEi^ 
having been raised nnnditinnpt of 1 i fIP Tin t  so uni-
form as. and somewhat different from,, th"^*^ tq wliirh ^he 
paren .t SDe.cie.s„.-had-,be.en„jexposed under...nature.  There is, 
also, some probability in the view propounded by Andrew 
Knight, that this variability may be partly connected 
with excess of food. It  seems clear that organic beings 
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exposed riT^rinp; generations to new condi­
tio that", '" '  
Wlien the organisation has once begun to vary, i t  gener­
ally continues varying for many generations. No case is 
on record of a variable organism ceasing to vary under 
cultivation., Our oldest cultivated plants, such as 
wheat5 still  yield new varieties; our oldest domesti­
cated animals are still  capable of rapid improvement or 
modification 0 
As far as I am able to judge, after long attending to 
the subject, the conditions of life appear to act in two 
ways^ — direct 'ly on tHe 
]pFi§...ala6e7"apd •indirectly, by _affe£tlj^_th§..xs£rp^ 
jysteja. With we must bear 
in mind that in every case,,, ,  there are two faC-laaxs.,;.  
namely, the nature of the organismo and the n3J:,;iire nf tlie 
fM-inrii t ir>na. The former seems to be much more important; 
for nearly similar variations sometimes arise under^ as 
far as we can judge;, dissimilar conditions; and, on the 
other hand, dissimilar variations arise under conditions 
which appear to be nearly uniform,,„„ 
Indefinite variability is a much more common result 
of changed conditions than definite variability, and has 
probably played a more Important part in the formation of 
our domestic races„ We see indefinite variability in the 
endless slight peculiarities which distinguish the indi­
viduals of the same speciesj and which cannot be accounted 
for by inheritance from either parent or from some more 
remote ancestor. Even strongly-marked differences occa­
sionally appear in the young of the same litter, and in 
seedlings from the same seed-capsule« At long intervals 
of times out of millions of individuals reared in the same 
country and fed on nearly the same food, deviations of 
structure so strongly pronounced as to deserve to be 
called monstrosities arise; but monstrosities cannot be 
separated by any distinct line from slighter variations. 
All such changes of structure, whether extremely slight or 
strongly marked, which appear amongst many individuals 
living together J, may be considered as the indefinite ef­
fects of the conditions of life on each individual organ­
ism ,  in nearly the same manner as the chill affects 
different men in an indefinite manner, according to their 
state of body or constitution, causing coughs or colds, 
r h e u m a t i s m ,  o r  i n f l a m m a t i o n  o f  v a r i o u s  o r g a n s , o , . , , , ,  
Chapter II 
Variation under Nature 
Before applying the principles arrived at in the 
last chapter to organic beings in a state of nature, we 
must briefly discuss whether these latter are subject to 
any variation. To treat this subject properly, a long 
catalogue of dry facts ought to be given; but these I 
shall reserve for a future work. Nor shall I here discuss 
the various definitions which have been given of the term 
species. No one definition has satisfied all naturalists; 
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yet every naturalist knows vagiuely what he means when he 
speaks of a speri es» Generally the term Includes the un­
known element of a dlsTlnct act of creation.. The term 
'^variety' '  Is almost equal ly"~^l 11 i 'cul t  to define; but here 
community of descent is almost universally Implied, though 
it  can rarely be proved„ We have also what are called 
monstrosities; but they graduate into varietieso By a 
monstrosity I presume is meant some considerable dev-xatdon 
"oT~"strircture „ generally injurious, or not useful to the 
Specieso Some authors use the term "variation" in a 
terrtnrrcal sense, as Implying a modification directly due 
to the physical conditions of life; and "variations" in 
this sense are supposed not to be inherited; but who can 
say that the dwarfed condition of shells in the brackish 
waters of the Baltic, or dwarfed plants on Alpine summits, 
or the thicker fur of an animal from far northwards, would 
not in some cases be inherited for at least a few genera­
tions? and in this case I presume that the form would be 
called a variety. 
It may be doubted whether sudden and considerable devi­
ations of structure such as we occasionally see in our 
domestic productions, more especially with plants, are 
ever permanently propagated in a state of nature. Almost 
every part of every organic being is so beautifully re­
lated to its complex conditions of life that i t  seems as 
Improbable that any part should have been suddenly pro­
duced perfect, as that a complex machine should have been 
Invented by man in a perfect state. Under domestication 
monstrosities sometimes occur which resemble normal struc­
tures in widely different animals. Thus pigs have oc­
casionally been born with a sort of proboscis, and if any 
wild species of the same genus had naturally possessed a 
proboscis, i t  might have been argued that this had ap­
peared as a monstrosity; but I have as yet failed to find, 
after diligent search, cases of monstrosities resembling 
normal structures in nearly allied forms, and these alone 
bear on the question. If monstrous forms of this kind 
ever do appear in a state of nature and are capable of 
reproduction (which is not always the case), as they 
occur rarely and singularly, their preservation would 
depend on unusually favourable circumstances. They would, 
also, during the first and succeeding generations cross 
with ordinary form, and thus their abnormal character 
w o u l d  a l m o s t  i n e v i t a b l y  b e  l o s t . . . . . . . .  
Chapter III 
Struggle for Existence 
Before entering on tn6 Subject oi tnls chapter, I 
must make a few preliminary remarks, to show how the 
struggle for existence bears on Natural Selection. It  has 
been seen in the last chapter that amongst organic beings in 
a state of nature there is some individual variability: in­
deed I am not aware that this has ever been disputed. It 
is immaterial for us whether a multitude of doubtful forms 
be called species or sub-species or varieties; what rank, 
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for instance;, the two or three hundred doubtful forms of 
British plants are entitled to hold if the existence of 
any well-marked varieties be admitted. But the mere ex­
istence of individual variability and of some few well-
marked varieties, though necessary as the foundation for 
the workj helps us but l ittle in understanding how 
species arise in nature. How have all those exquisite 
adaptations of one part of the organisation to another 
parts, and to the conditions of life.,  and of one organic 
being to another being, been perfected? We see these 
beautiful co-adaptations most plainly in the woodpecker 
and the mistletoe; and only a little less plainly in the 
humblest parasite which clings to the hairs of a quad­
ruped or feathers of a bird; in the structure of the 
bettie which dives through the water; in the plumed seed 
which is wafted by the gentlest breeze; in short5 we see 
beautiful adaptations everywhere and in every part of 
the organic world. 
Agains i t  may be asked, how is it  that varieties, 
which I have called incipient species,, become ultimately 
converted into good and distinct species which in most 
cases obviously differ from each other far more than do 
the varieties of the same species? How do those groups of 
species, which constitute what are called distinct genera, 
and which differ from each other more than do the species 
of the same genus, arise? All these results, as we shall 
more fully see in the next chapter, follow from the strug­
gle for life. Owing to this struifyg-1 pi variaiiojos-y. .hjaw-
cause ..pxoiifiejding, if they 
he in anvL. degree prn±ltable to the indiyl'Inal is nf n 
_spegies, in their infinitelJL-jcomplex relations to other 
organic. ...being.s-- '-an4--t<3 -t-hei»---physiciX_.co^IT^n^jo^__JAfe, 
)yill tend to the. preservatipn of such individuals, and 
•Will geo^xalXy be inherited by the ^ The off­
spring, also, will thus have a better chance of surviving, 
for, of_the many individuals of anv species which are 
periodically born, b^ a small number can survive. T 
have called this principTe7~By which each slight vari­
ation, if useful, is preserved, by the term Natural Selec­
tion, in order to mark its rei ati r>n. t .o mgn - s  power of 
'seiecti-Qa^ But the expression often used by Mr, Herbert 
Splicer of the Survival of the Fittest is more accurate, 
and is sometimes equally convenient. We have seen that 
man by selection can certainly produce great resul?ts, and 
can adapt organic beings to his own uses, through the ac-
cximulation of slight but useful variations, given to him 
by the hand of Nature. But Natural Selection, as we shall 
hereafter see, is a power incessantly ready for action, 
and is as immeasurably superior to man's feeble efforts, 
as the works of Nature are to those of Art, 
We will now discuss in a little more detail the strug­
gle for existence. In my future work this subject will be 
treated, as i t  well deserves, at greater length. The 
elder De Candolle and Lyell have largely and philosophically 
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shown that ajj,_ar^Rnir heings are exposM-Jo_.ge:g:erg-Jgoa-
petltion. In regard to plants, no one has treated this 
'subject*with more spirit and ability than W, Herbert, Dean 
of Manchester, evidently the result of his great horti­
cultural knowledge. Nothing is easier than to admit in 
words the truth of the universal struggle for life, or 
more difficult — at least I have found it  so — than con­
stantly to bear this conclusion in mind. Yet unless i t  
be thoroughly engrained in the mind, the whole economy of 
nature, with every fact on distribution, rarity, abund­
ance, extinction, and variation, will be dimly seen or 
quite misunderstood. We behold the face of nature bright 
with gladness, we often see superabundance of food; we do 
not see or we forget, that the birds which are idly sing­
ing round us mostly live on insects or seeds, and are 
thus constantly destroying life; or we forget how largely 
these songsters, or their eggs, or their nestlings, are 
destroyed by birds and beasts of prey; we do not always 
bear in mind, that, though food may be now superabundant, 
i t  is not so at all seasons of each recurring year. 
I should premise that I use...[the term, Struggle 
for Existence] in a large and metaphorical sense including 
dependence of one being on another, and including (which 
is more important) not only the life of the individual, 
but success in leaving progeny. Two canine animals, in a 
time of dearth, may be truly said to struggle with each 
other which shall get food and live. But a plant on the 
edge of a desert is said to struggle for life against the 
drought, though more properly it  should be said to be 
dependent on the moisture. A plant which annually pro­
duces a thousand seeds, of which only one of an average 
comes to maturity, may be more truly said to struggle with 
the plants of the same and other kinds which already 
clothe the ground. The mistletoe is dependent on the 
apple and a few other trees, but can only in a far-fetched 
sense be said to struggle with these trees, for, if too 
many of these parasites grow on the same tree, it  lan­
guishes and dies. But several seedling mistletoes, grow­
ing close together on the same branch, may more truly be 
said to struggle with each other. As the mistletoe is 
disseminated by birds, its existence depends on them; and 
it  may metaphorically be said to struggle with other 
fruit-bearing plants, in tempting the birds to devour and 
thus disseminate its seeds. In these several senses, 
which pass into each other, I use for convenience' sake 
the general term of Struggle for Existence. 
A strug-gle for existence inevitably follows from, tlie 
h^gh rate^ at which all jQrganij;iJ2jei^g.s^^^^ to increase. 
^erybeing7"which during its natural lifetime produces 
several eggs or seeds, must suffer destruction during some 
period of i ts life, and during some season or occasional 
year, otherwise, on the principle of geometrical increase, 
i ts numbers would quickly become so inordinately great 
that no country could support the product. Hence, as more 
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individuals are produced than can possibly survive, there 
must in every case be a struggle for existence, either 
one individual with another of the same species, or with 
the individuals of distinct species 5 or with the physical 
conditions of life. It is the doctrine of Malthus ap­
plied with manifold force to the whole animal and veg­
etable kingdoms; for in this case there can be no arti­
ficial increase of food5 and no prudential restraint from 
marriageo Although some species may be now increasing, 
more or less rapidlyj, in numbers, all cannot do so, for 
the world would not hold themo 
There is no exception to the rule that•every organic 
being naturally increases at so high a rate, that, if not 
destroyed, the earth would soon be cohered by the progeny 
of a single pair. Even slow-breeding man has doubled in 
twenty-five years, and at this rate, in less than a thous­
and years, there would literally not be standing-room for 
his progenyo Linna-eus has calculated -that If an annual 
plant produced only two seeds •== amd there is no plant so 
unproductive as this —= and their seedlings next year pro­
duced tTO, and so on, then in twenty years there should 
be a million plants. The elephant is reckoned the slowest 
breeder of all known animals, .and I ha'^e taken some pains 
to estimate its probable minimum rate of natural increase! 
it will be safest to assume that it begins breeding when 
thirty years old, and goes on breeding till ninety years 
old, toriagimg forth six young in the interval, and sur­
viving till one hundred years old; if this be so, after a 
period C'f from 740 to 750 years there would be nearly nine­
teen million elephants alive, descended from the first 
p a i r  0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0  
The causes which check thp? Tiat iral—tcndoncy of -oach 
specJLes"~to" increase"are most obs^re. Look at the most 
vigorous species; by as much as it swarms in numbers, by 
so much will it tend to increase still further. We know 
not exactly what the checks are even in a single instance. 
Nor will this surprise any one who reflects how ignorant 
we are on this head, even in regard to mankindalthough 
so incomparably better known than any other animal. This 
subject of the checks to increase has been ably treated by 
several authors, and I hope in a future work to discuss it 
at considerable length, more especially in regard to the 
feral animals of South America, Here I will make only a 
few remarks, just to recall to the reader's mind some of 
the chief points. Eggs or very yoan£L,.aiiimaI^_-Seem_^ 
erally to suffer most / but,this is not invariably the 
case'0 With plants"' there is a "vast destructToF""^^ , 
but5 "fi'om some observations which I have made it appears 
that the seedlings suffer most from germinating in ground 
already thickly stocked with other plants. Seedlings, 
also, are destroyed in vast numbers by various enemies; 
for instance, on a piece of ground three feet long and 
two wide, dug and cleared, and where there could be no 
choking from other plants, I marked all the seedlings of 
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our .native weeds as they came up, and out of 357 no less 
than 295 were destroyed, chiefly by slugs and insects, 
if turf which has long been mown, and the case would be 
the same with turf closely browsed by quadrupeds, be let 
to grow, the more vigorous plants gradually kill the less 
vigorous, though fully grown plants; thus out of twenty 
species growing on a little plot of mown turf (three feet 
by four) nine species perished, from the other species 
b e i n g  a l l o w e d  t o  g r o w  u p  f r e e l y . . . . . . . .  
Chapter IV 
Natural Selection: or the Survival 
^ of the Fittest 
How will the strirggTe^Tor existence, briefly dis­
cussed in the last chapter, act in regard to variation? 
Can the principle of RRlprt1o.n which we have seen is so 
jjotent in the of man, apply" under nature? I think 
we shall see that it  can a.fvt Let the 
endless number of slight variations and individual dif­
ferences occurring in our domestic productions, and, in a 
lesser degree, in those under nature, be borne in mind; as 
well as the strength, or the hereditary tendency. Under 
domestication, i t  may be truly said that the whole organisation 
becomes in some degree plastic. But the variability, which 
we almost universally meet with in our domestic productions, 
is not directly produced, as Hooker and Asa Gray have well 
remarked, by he can neither originate varieties, nor 
prevent their occurrence; he can preserve and accuinuiaie' 
such ja,s.jia ,occJW'. UnintentTonally" he exposes organic be­
ings to new and changing conditions of life^ and variabil­
ity ensues; but similar changes of conditions might and do 
occur under nature. Let i t  also be borne in mind how in­
finitely complex and close-fitting are the mutual relations 
of all organic beings to each other and to their physical 
conditions of life; and consequently what infinitely varied 
diversities of structure might be of use to each being 
under changing conditions of life. Can i t ,  then, be 
thought improbable, seeing that variations useful to man 
have undoubtedly occurred, that other variations useful in 
some way to each being in the great and complex battle of 
life, should occur in the course of many successive gen­
erations? If such do occur, can we doubt (remembering that 
many more individuals are born than can possibly survive) 
that individuals having anv advantage, however slight.,  over 
oj^hers, would have the bes..t chance of survi ving and or pro-
creating their kind? On the other hand, we may feel sure 
that any varTaTion in the least degree in-jurimis wr^niri 
rigidly destroyed. This preservation of favourable indi-
viduaF and variations, and the destruction of 
those which are injurious, I have called Natural Selection, 
or the Survival of the Fittest. Variations neither useful 
nor-AixJurious would not be affected b^ natural seiecilpn/ 
and would be iefT' 'eTTIier" a: fTu^uatirig""Sieraent7""a^i^rhaps 
we see in certain polymorphic species, or would ultimately 
become fixed, owing to the nature of the organism and the 
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nature of the conditions. 
Several writers hiave misapprehended or objected to 
the term Natural Selection., Some have even imagined that 
natural selection induces variability, whereas i t  implies 
only the preservation of such variations as arise and are 
beneficial to the being under i ts conditions of life. No 
one. objects to agriculturists speaking of the potent ef­
fects of man's selection; and in this case the individual 
differences given by nature, which man for some object 
selects, must of necessity first occur. Others have ob­
jected that the terra selection implies conscious choice 
in the animals which become modified; and i t  has even 
been urged thatj as plants have no volition, natural se­
lection is not applicable to them' In the literal sense 
of the word, no doubt, natural selection is a false term; 
but who ever objected to chemists speaking of the elective 
affinities of the various elements? — and yet an acid 
cannot strictly be said to elect the base with which it  
in preference combines. It  has been said that I speak of 
natural selection as an active power or Deity; but who 
objects to an author speaking of the attraction of grav­
ity as ruling the movements of the planets? Every one 
knows what is meant and is implied by such metaphorical 
expressions; and they are almost necessary for brevity. 
So again it  is difficult to avoid personifying the word 
Nature; but I mean by Nature, 
and product of many natural laws, and bv laws the sequence 
of event^'^'g^'a'OTCTTarned "bv us. With a lftTre*~raSTriarity 
sucnsuperficial objections will be forgotten.„.. 
We have good reason to believe,.. .  that changes in 
the conditions of life give a tendency to increased var­
iability; and in the foregoing cases the conditions have 
changed, and this would manifestly be favourable to nat­
ural selection, by affording a better chance of the oc­
currence of profitable variations. Unless such occur, 
natural selection can do nothing. Under the term of 
"variations," it  must never be forgotten that mere indi­
vidual differences are included. As man can produce a 
great result with his domestic animals and plants by add­
ing up in any given direction individual differences, so 
could natural selection, but far more easily from having 
incomparably longer time for action. Nor do I believe 
that any great physical change, as of climate, or any un­
usual degree of isolation to check immigration„ is neces­
sary in order that new and unoccupied places should be 
left,  for natural selection to fill  up by improving some 
of the varying inhabitants. For as all the inhabitants 
of each country are struggling together with nicely bal­
anced forces, extremely slight modifications in the struc­
ture or habits of one species would often give it  an 
advantage over others; and still  further modifications of 
the same kind would often still  further increase the ad­
vantage, as long as the species continued under the same 
conditions of life and profited by similar means of 
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suibsistence and defencGo No-co'antry can be named in which 
all the native inhabitants are now so perfectly adapted 
to each other and to the physical conditions under which 
they lives that none of them could be still better adapted 
or improved; for in all countries^ the natives have been 
so far conqpered by naturalised productions, that they 
have allowed some foreigners to take firm possession of 
the land. And as foreigners have thus in every country 
beaten some of the natives, we may safely conclude that 
the natives might have been modified with advantage, so 
as to have better resisted the intruders. 
As man can produce., and certainly has produced, a 
great result by his methodical and unconscious means of 
selection, what may not natural selection effect? Man 
can act only on external and visible characters; Nature, 
if I may be allowed to personify the natural preservation 
of survival of the fittest, cares nothing for appearances, 
except in so far as they are useful to any beingo..» 
It may metaphorically be said that natural.....aele.c..-
tion is daily throiiTj^^ rha. 
woiT:H7 the" 
al^bagr7'"''pres.er3ti^ UP al 1 ^Ji,ha^t_arg_,gsQd; 
"grilientI'^^HaTlnsensibly..working, whienever and.jja££je3£Sr 
OPpbrtunity offers, at the, .riTOP,E^ement^ _of" ea,Qb„.„.,£>rgamc 
•fc^ag'^in relatxoa"tn'"Tt:H" organic and inorganic condi'tions 
of^TlTe'; We se^nothing of these slow changes in progress, 
until the hand of time has marked the lapse of ages, and 
then so imperfect is our view into long-past geological 
ages, that we see only that the forms of life are now 
d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  w h a t  t h e y  f o r m e r l y  w e r e . . . „ . . . .  
Chapter XV 
Recapitulation and Conclusion 
0 0.Authors of the highest eminence seem to be fully 
satisfied with the view that each species has been inde­
pendently created. To my mind it accords better with 
what we know of the laws impressed on matter by the Cre­
ator, that the production and extinction of the past and 
present inhabitants of the world should have been due to 
secondary causes., like those determining • the birth and 
death of the individual. When I '^iew all beings not as_ 
special ip.r-Aati ona _ but as the lineal descendants of some 
few beings whirh 1 before the first bed of th^ 
Cambrian system was deposited. thev_seem. to. me to become 
ennobled. Judging,from the past, we may safely infer 
*that not one living species will transmit its unaltered 
likeness to a distant futurity. And of the -species now 
living very few will transmit progeny of any kind to a 
far distant futurity; for the manner in which all organic 
beings are grouped shows that the greater number of 
' species in each genus, and all the species in many genera, 
have left no descendants, but have become utterly extinct. 
We can so far take a prophetic glance into futurity as to 
foretell that it will be the common and widely-spread 
I species, belonging to the larger and dominant groups within 
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each class, which will ultimately prevail and procreate 
new and dominant species. As all the living forms of 
life are the lineal descendants of those which lived long 
before the Cambrian epoch, we may feel certain that the 
ordinary succession by generation has never once been 
broken5 and that no cataclysm has desolated the whole 
world. Hence we may look with some confidence to a 
secure future of great length. And as natural selection 
works solely by and for the good of each being, all cor­
poreal and mental endowments will tend to progress tow­
ards perfection. 
It is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank, 
clothed with many plants of many kinds, with birds sing­
ing on the bushes, with various insects flitting about, 
and with worms crawling through the damp earth, and to 
reflect that these elaborately constructed forms, so dif­
ferent from each other, and dependent upon each other in 
so complex a manner, have all been produced by laws act­
ing around us. These laws, taken in the largest sense, 
being Growth with Reproduction; Inheritance which is 
almost implied by reproduction; Variability from the in­
direct and direct action of the conditions of life, and 
from use and disuse; a Ratio of Increase so high as to 
lead to a Struggle for Life, and as a consequence to 
Natural Selection, entailing Divergence of Character and 
the Extinction of less-improved forms. ThuSj from the 
war of nature, from famine and death, the most exalted 
object which we are capable of conceiving, namely, the 
production of the higher animalss directly follows. 
There is grandeur in this view of life, with its sev­
eral powers, having been originally breathed by the 
Creator into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst 
this planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed 
law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms 
most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are 
being evolved. * 
By a strange co1 aa^ther EaglishmaR, M-fr^-Rus-
sell Wallace il823~1913) ^ independentljy advanced a similar 
tneosY^oi natuxal- selection, and iilLhoug mnlny.liatR nf tiif> 
THinexeenth century gave credit tn both tmpn the theory of evo-
WtTdnTl^ with The 
array of data which he had presented was impressive. His 
cautious approach to his material was above reproach. For the 
majority of biologists he had answered the basic question by 
^spr^ja.ng—the, fixity of species and by emphasizijig—pxQgiiea-
sive variation. ~~~ ~ 
* Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species by Means of Natural 
Selection, or The Preservation of FavoreH^Races in the Struggle 
lor Life (Ne^ YBlFkl—D. AppletoiTand Co. ,  1901) 7-10, 
"5I^5lJ7~75-80, 83-84, 97-99, 100-103; II, 304-306. 
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Although Darwin proposed his theory as a purely scientific 
concept, two factors caused an extended controversy. While 
ayoidijm. discusg^'->'7 pf th^, javnlutlpn,-OJL-jnaix^lxeuJiaiL^ejBeat 
compared plant or animal populations with human communities, 
j:vSirTtt6re"^l[sc6i^^ tBe irnbTi"catiorr"'In' anv"fHedl"r't)f 
The public demanded an unequivocal statement by Darwin. The 
following excerpt is from his reply, The Descent of Man (1871); 
The nature of the following work will be best 
understood by a brief account of how it came to be 
written. During many years I collected notes on the 
origin or descent of man, without any Intention of 
publishing on the subject, but rather with the determ­
ination not to publish, as I thought that I should thus 
only add to the prejudices against my views. It seemed 
to ii).e sufficient to'indicate j- in the first edition of my 
'Origin of Species,,' that .by this work "light would be 
thrown on the origin of man and his history^" and this 
implies that man must' be included with other organic 
beings in any general conclusion respecting his manner 
of appearance on this earth. Now the case wears a wholly 
different aspect. 'When a naturalist like Carl Vpgt ven­
tures to say in his address as President of the National 
Institution of .Geneva (1869), "personne, en Europe au moins, 
n' ose plus soutenir la creation independante et de toutes 
pieces, des .esp^ces ,",/it i.s manifest that-at least a 
large number of•naturalists must admit that- species are 
the modified descendants of other species; and this es­
pecially holds good with the younger and rising natural­
ists. The greater number accept the agency of natural 
selection; though some urge, whether with Justice the 
future must decide, that I have greatly overrated its 
importance. Of the older and honored chiefs in natural 
science, many unfortunately are still opposed to evolu­
tion in every form. 
In consequencfe of the views now adopted by most 
naturalists, and which will ultimately, as.in every 
other case, be followed by other men, I have been led 
to put together my notes, so as to see how far the general 
conclusions arrived at in my former works were applicable 
to man. This seemed all the more desirable as I had never 
deliberately applied these views to a species taken 
singly. When we confine our attention to any one form, 
we are deprived of the weighty arguments derived from the 
nature of the affinities which connect together whole 
groups of organisms — their geographical distribution in 
past and present times, and their geological succession. 
The homological structure, embryological development, and 
rudimentary organs of a species, whether it be man or any 
other animal, to which our attention may be directed, re­
main to be considered; but these great classes of facts 
afford, as it appears to me, ample and conclusive evi4ence 
in favor of the principle of gradual evolution. 
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The strong support derived from the other arg^aments 
should J however, always be kept before the mindo 
The sole object of this work is to n^nsidf^r, ^rstly^ 
whether man, like feverv otfter.species. is descendedfrf%*^ 
^rae preexistingn!o32ia=:; J raanneF'"oT^his 
v^lopment; _ and , t  hir^^y, the- value oi"'TIi:iIirerejQ.ce_a_be-
tween the so-called xacea oirjaaBo As I shall confine 
myself to these points, i t  will (n^ necessary to de-
scri.b.e in detail the,>differ-eiices'^^.tween^tttg^""several 
races — an enormous subject, which has been fully dis­
cussed in many valuable works. The high antiquity of man 
has rg-cently been demonstra_ted by th;r52]Bzs,uQlZlZEti^^ 
eminent men, beginhihgTwllfh de Perthes; and 
this is the indispensable basis for understanding his 
origin, I shall,  therefore, take this conclusion for 
granted, and may refer my readers to the admirable treat­
ises of Sir Charles Lyell, Sir John Lubbock, and others. 
Now shall I have occasion to do more than to allude to 
the amount of difference between man and the anthropomorphous 
apes; for Prof, Huxley, in the opinion of most competent 
judges, has conclusT^ly shown that in every single visible 
ctiaracter;man"mrfl£iIl£iiirffom',the.. higher ftpes thaiTTKe^ 
d^_ rrQm^-tJae--Ju3wex„.memliexa^Q^ of Primates. 
This work contains hardly any original facts in 
regard to man; but, as the conclusions at which I arrived, 
after drawing up a rough draft, appeared to me interesting, 
I thought that they might interest others. It  has often 
and confidently been asserted, that man's origin' can 
nevelFlje kixoiai; but ignorance more frequently beg-ets 
confidence than does knowledge; i t  is those who know 
little, and not those who know much, who so positively 
assert that this or that problem will never be solved by 
science. The conclusion that man is the co-descendant 
with other species of some ancient, lower, and extinct 
form, is not in any degree new, Lamarck long ago came to 
this conclusion, which has lately been maintained by 
several eminent naturalists and philosophers;,, , , . , , .  
Iijan scans with scrupulotifs rare the r.haracter and 
p^do^ree oj_hisliuQxaes, cattle, and dogs, before he matches 
them; bu$" when he comes to his own marriage he rarely^ or 
never ,  takes-any.He is impelled by nearly the 
same motives as are the lower animals when left to their 
own free choice, though he is in so far superior to them 
that he highly values mental charms and virtues. On the 
other hand, he is strongly attracted by mere wealth or 
rank. Yet he might by selection do something not only 
for the bodily constitution and frame of his offspring, 
but for their intellectual and moral qualities. Both 
sexes ought to refrain from marriage if in any marked 
degree inferior in body or mind; but such hopes are Uto­
pian and will never be even partially realized until the 
laws of inheritance are thoroughly known. All do good 
service who aid toward this end. When the principles of 
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breeding and of inheritance are better understood, we 
shall not hear ignorant members of our legislature re­
jecting with scorn a plan for ascertaining by an easy-
method whether or not consanguineous marriages are in­
jurious to man„ 
The advancement of the welfare of mankind is a most 
intricate problem; all ought to refrain from marriage 
who cannot avpid„,j^feji£i3Qyerxy^Xor^^^^ children; for 
-K^a?^r5^ is "not only a great evil,  but tends "to its own 
increase by"Ieardilig~TonFe^lessness._lii.  On~^he 
other hand, as Mr, Galton has remarked, if the prudent 
avoid marriage, while the reckless marry, the inferior 
members will tend to supplant the better members of so­
ciety, Man, l ike every other animal, Jias no dnmht. _ad-
for existiijce^mnsequent on his rapid multiplication; and 
if he is to advance still  higher he must remain subject 
to a severe struggle. Otherwise he would soon sink into 
indolence, and the more highly-gifted men would not be 
more successful in the battle of life than the less 
gifted. Hence our natural rate of increase, though lead­
ing to many and obvious evils, must not be greatly dimin­
ished by any means. There should be open competition for 
all men; and the most able should not be prevented by 
laws or customs from succeeding best and rearing the 
largest number of offspring. Important as the struggle 
for existence has been and even still  is, yet as far as 
the highest part of man's nature is concerned there are 
other agencies more important. For the moral qualities 
are advanced, either directly or indirectly, much more 
through the effects of habit, the reasoning powers, in­
struction, religion, etc,,  than through natural selec­
tion; though to this latter agency the social instincts, 
which afforded the basis for the development of the moral 
sense5 may be safely attributed. 
T[he m£ 
Lyr^ 
: 
fh ain conclusion 
namely r~l::ffirr"1nan^^ from, some lowly-organized 
I gjh 1 j^,__^jlis taste t  o fgrm", _ 
many persons .  But there can hardly be a ~dbubt that we 
^are descended from barbarians. The astonishment which 
I felt on first seeing a party of Fuegians on a wild and 
broken shore will never be forgotten by me, for the re­
flection at once rushed into my mind — such were our 
ancestors. These men were absolutely naked and bedaubed 
with paint, their long hair was tangled, their mouths 
frothed with excitement, and their expression was wild, 
startled, and distrustful. They possessed hardly any 
arts, and, like wild animals, lived on what they could 
catch; they had no government, and were merciless to 
every one not of their own small tribe. He who has seen 
a savage in his native land will not feel much shame, if 
forced to acknowledge that the blood of some more humble 
creature flows in his veins. For my own part, I would as 
soon be descended from that heroic little monkey, who 
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braved his dreaded enemy in order to save the life of his 
keeper; or from that old baboon, who, descending from the 
mountains, carried away in triumph his young comrade from 
a crowd of astonished dogs — as from a savage who de­
lights to torture his enemies, offer s up bloody sacrifices, 
practises infanticide without remorse, treats his wives 
like slaves, knows no decency, and is haunted by the gross­
est superstitions. 
Man may be excused for feeling some pride at having 
risen, though not through his own exertions, to the very 
summit of the organic scale; and the fact of his having 
thus risen, instead of having been aboriginally placed 
there, may give him hopes for a still  higher destiny in 
the distant future. But we are not here concerned with 
hopes or fears, only with the truth as far as our reason 
allows us to discover i t .  I have given the evidence to 
the best of my ability; and we must acknowledge, as it  
seems to me, that man with all his noble qualities, with 
sympathy which feels for the most debased, with benevo­
lence which extends not only to other men but to the hum­
blest living creature, with his godlike intellect which 
has penetrated into the movements and constitution of the 
solar system — with all these exalted powers — Man still  
bears in his bodily frame the indelible stamp of his lowly 
origin. * 
Scientists directed two major critir.i  .sms-^ip-ainst Darwin Is 
theory of evolution, whiclTpostuiated~ajad relied on a continu­
ous succession of small variations to explain the origin of 
s p e c i e s .  H ^ d i d  n o t  e x p l a i n  e i - ^ e r  t h e  s o u r c a  t i -
ationa„,Qrjthe^^ m^^ by wMch Jthe^could be ifl43Le.E:jLfeed. 
Darwin willingly admitted these shortcomings, '  but replied that 
variation does occur, whatever i ts cause or explanation, and 
thus provides a basis for a working theory. He was critical of 
his own concepts and definitions, and consistently warned his 
reader about their limitations, a warning which his contempo­
raries did not always heed. Meanwhile, t^e study of genetics 
shed new liaht^-on the possibility of inheritable variations": 
An obscure Augustinian monk, Gregor Mendel (1822-1884). 
living in Austria-Hungary, e^erimented with tl^ garden pea and 
recognized that certain inheritable properties or characteris­
tics^ sucir~as height and color, foT^wed a mathematical pattern. 
By pure accident, he had' stumbled upon the outwaFd'exprSSsioB— 
of the mechanism of inheritance. Mendel's experiments were 
pubIj.shed in the proceedings of a local scientific society and 
were oyjgrlooked~ f"or"^most. fartvThey w^ere finaTT^tf^^^—• 
covered__ in_ ,I9,QP. The germ theory of inheritance merged with 
experimental genetics, and cell structures were proven to be 
'  * Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation 
to Sex (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1871), r-T7 II, 385-
•357: 
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the bearers of heredity. 
In 1901 Hugo Do Vries (1848-1935), a Dutch botanist who 
was instjnj^^ in the rediscovery of Mendel, came upon the 
spontaneous appearance~W~^por^;' '  bl" majoF variations, in the 
evening primrose. These bred true and hence could be consid­
ered new varieties. De Vries called these forms mutations and 
proposed the theory that such discontinuous and major vari­
ations, rather than Darwin's continuous and minor variations, 
explain the rise of new species. However, mutations are too 
infrequent in nature and those produced experimentally are too 
unstable to compete or survive. De Vries' theory, therefore, 
gave at best only a partial answer to the question of vari­
ation. 
A century has elapsed since the appearance of The Origin 
of Species. The Darwinian—thenry^nf evoTutin^. tnndTfied but 
solidly supported.bx..SMbs.§.ga^^^^ data,.. .is probably 
the most fruitfu]—prrrOSPd in hiolng-y Tt hag 
been absj^bed into twentieth century thought. 
